PROGRAM

Piano Sonata  Josh Whitney-Wise
Fugue
Adagio
Minuet
Presto

Ben Krause, piano

Friend  Aaron Rosenberg
Friend
Standing Lullaby
  Noah Brenner, viola
  Winston Arblaster, guitar

Piano Trio No. 2,  Scott J. Ordway
“We Were Lost, But There Was Laughter There”
Impassioned and intense, yet flexible
With unexpected simplicity
Bitter, ironic, and not quite out of control
  Heidi Wait, flute
  David Roberts, cello
  Scott J. Ordway, piano

INTERMISSION

Chloe  Benjamin Krause
from Pet Portraits
  Benjamin Krause, piano

Excerpt  by Justin Morell
from Three Songs on Texts
  by Wallace Stevens
  Jennifer Lovell, soprano
  Crystal Zimmerman, piano

Bone Tree  Josh Whitney-Wise
  Ryan Chaney, trombone/looping pedal

Excerpts  Samuel Richards
from Blossoms for Piano
  Samuel Richards, piano
  * * *
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